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SECTION VII.     STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (SWMP) SUMMARY TABLE 

A. B. C. D. E. F.
Permit 

Citation/
SWMP 

Element 
Permit Requirement/Quantifiable SWMP Activity 

Number of 
Activities 

Performed 
Documentation / 

Record 
Entity 

Performing the 
Activity 

Comments 

Report on the street sweeping program, including the frequency of the sweeping, total miles swept, an estimate of the quantity of sweepings collected, and the total 
nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) loadings that were removed by the collection of sweepings.  If no street sweeping program is implemented, provide the 
explanation of why not in the Year 1 Annual Report. 

 
DEP Note:  Please provide an explanation in Column F for any “0” reported in Column C.  Also, the permittee may choose its own unit of measurement for the 
amount of sweeping material collected.  Unit options include: cubic yards, pounds, tons. 
 
DEP Note:  If the permittee has curbs and gutters but no street sweeping program is implemented, the permittee must provide an explanation of why not in the 
Year 1 Annual Report.  Refer to Part III.A.3 of the permit for the information that must be included in the explanation (including the alternate BMPs used or planned 
in lieu of street sweeping). Please provide the title of the attached explanation in Column D and the name of the entity who finalized the explanation in Column E. 

Frequency of street sweeping 3X per week Contract All American 
Sweeping  

Total miles swept (per year) 3088 Contract All American 
Sweeping  

Estimated quantity of sweeping material collected (cubic feet)
6061 Sweeping Log PW Staff 

Unit changed 
from cubic feet to 

cubic yards 
Total nitrogen loadings removed (pounds) 303 FSA Spreadsheet FSA Spreadsheet FSA 

Spreadsheet 
Total phosphorus loadings removed (pounds) 194 FSA Spreadsheet FSA Spreadsheet FSA 

Spreadsheet 
Year 1 ONLY: If have curbs and gutters, attach explanation of why no 

street sweeping program and the alternate BMPs used or planned  N/A N/A N/A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


